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“We are delighted to bring zero-ohm into the family, as the exclusive UK distributor.
When we set out to create a distribution network by installers
for installers the product had to be used by us or really excite
us, zero-ohm falls into both categories, we were excited by the
technology and now spec it in our work.
The amazing thing for any domestic speaker manufacturer,
integrator or distributor is that if you work with zero-ohm
you open all the speakers you know and love to a commercial
market.... this is also huge for designers who now can blend a
huge array of speakers into there design and not be dictated by
harsh boxes.
We hope our relationship with zero-ohm goes on for many years as we are so stoked
about an AV product of mystery legend equivalent to unicorn dust.”
Avril & Dave Wilson
Owners of DIZZYFISH Installations (Dizztribution)
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About DIZZYFISH (Dizztribution)

DizzyFish has nearly a quarter of a century of experience in the AV industry and
know that having a product that is awesome and that works is paramount. So,
they created a company “by installers for installers.” They distribute products
they use, know, and trust. All technology they use must provide excellent
quality, be driven by awesome technology, and deliver excellent pricing for
channel members. They strive to be a great company to work with. Go to shop.
Dizzyfish.net to apply for a trade account in the UK.

About ZOHMS Inc.

Zero-Ohm Systems is a global manufacturer of a unique award-winning patented technology. Best of Show Distinction
at ISE 2020; Best New Product Technology (Innovations Showcase) InfoComm 2017.
Our passive devices interconnect between any amplifier
and loudspeakers without worrying about speaker loads,
impedance and long cables runs. Forget the limits of
traditional systems. You can now connect 20-40 speakers
(or more) in parallel to one amplifier without the use of
transformers. Until now, the ability to connect multiple
speakers in parallel was confronted by the issue of operating
the amplifier at a safe impedance. Although there are
amplifiers that operate at 4 ohms and 2 ohms safely, any
effort to drive them below the rated resistance load led to
device failure. With this revolutionary invention, the rules have changed! Zohms products are ideal for major installations
like hotels, shopping malls, theme parks, stadiums, bars, cinemas, reception halls, cruise ships, restaurants, airports,
and more. If you would like more information or if you are interested in representing Zero-Ohm in your territory, visit
www.zohms.com and/or send an email to info@zohms.com.

